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 Paris and the Wild West

 KENT L. STECKMESSER

 "the western is surrounded with a mysterious prestige, a sort of
 supernatural halo." So wrote the French critic Charles Ford in 1964,
 and in France the prestige of this particular American film genre is
 now at an all-time high. Each week dozens of Westerns are shown
 on Paris movie screens. They not only attract the mass audience, but
 are also popular with highbrow critics and Sorbonne intellectuals.
 Vintage Westerns have a dedicated audience in repertory houses and
 cinema clubs. The situation is both a tribute to the universal appeal
 of this film-type and a measure of American cultural penetration
 in Europe.

 And it has been the film that has been primarily responsible for
 the Frenchman's concept of the American West, and thus to a large
 degree of America itself. The reading public has shown little interest
 in histories of the West. Educated Frenchmen are familiar with

 James Fenimore Cooper, but few of his novels deal with that trans-
 Mississippi "Far West" which is of predominant interest. Nor have
 many Western novels been written by native authors in France, as
 has been the case in other European nations. Practically all of the
 Westerns that do appear on Paris book stands are translations of
 American originals. (Gilbert de Voisin's Le Bar de la Fourche [Paris,
 Mercure, 1968] is a French original. A novel of gold -prospecting on
 the Pacific Coast, it follows the American literary formula for such
 stories.) The works of such contemporary and "popular" authors as
 Cliff Farrell, Gordon Shirriffs, and Clifton Adams have been suc-
 cesfully, issued in Paris as paperbacks. Farrell's Fort Deception , for
 example, is a better than average commercial Western that did well
 in a French-language edition entitled Les Fourrures du Diable .

 Borrowing has also been characteristic in television programming.
 In 1964-65 the French government network did attempt an original
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 series called "The Sioux." This employed an all-French cast, and its
 story-line emphasized the heroism of the Indians and the villainy of
 the opposing cowboys. But the major reliance has been upon Ameri-
 can series, which appear in Paris several years after their run in the
 United States. In 1 966 an extremely popular series on the Deuxième
 Chaîne was "Au Nom de la Loi," starring Steve McQueen, which
 had been shown on American sets five years earlier under the title
 of "Wanted - Dead or Alive." In 1968 the Première Chaîne was

 running "Jesse James," the short-lived American series of two years
 before. Segments of "The Virginian" have also been shown, and old
 movies of the Joel McCrea- Errol Flynn era are often run during
 the afternoon hours.

 It is in criticism rather than creation that the French have made

 some original contributions. All the major newspapers review new
 films in the genre, and the reviewers generally demonstrate a so-
 phisticated knowledge of the form. Even the Communists applaud
 Westerns on occasion, although L'Humanité is apt to praise only
 those that are based on such contemporary problems as racism or
 the struggle between "possessors and dispossessed." Professional
 critics have also published several important books, beginning with
 Jean-Louis Rieupeyrout's Le Western ou le Cinéma Américain par
 excellence in 1953.

 Le Western is a short survey which explains the history of the
 West as well as the evolution of the Western film. The late André

 Bazin, a noted editor and member of the literary "establishment,"
 wrote the introductory essay. It remains one of the most cogent com-
 mentaries on the form. Bazin found the right phrasing when he
 described the Western as "being born of the encounter of a mythol-
 ogy with the means of expression." He explained the Western's
 worldwide success by its very simplicity, what he called a "simplicité
 Cornelienne." He also noted that the standard to be used in judging
 this type of film was its psychological truth rather than its historical
 accuracy. Rieupeyrout expanded and developed some of Bazin's
 points, remarking that the "difficult simplicity" of the genre might
 explain why the French and other nations had been unable to make
 satisfactory Westerns themselves.

 During the late 50s and early 60s, film critics writing for spe-
 cialized journals such as Cahiers du Cinéma and Positif developed a
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 strong interest in the form. More and more articles appeared on the
 subject, proving that the Western was considered to be on a par with
 the European "art" films which had been the main concern of these
 journals, and that French enthusiasm for the Western was not just
 a fad. The general outlook of these writers was expressed by Louis
 Seguin in a 1959 article for Positif . Concluding a series on "Men of
 the West," he remarked that "after 50 years, the Western is still the
 newest and most surprising of the genres."

 In 1964, Rieupeyrout published La Grande Aventure du West-
 ern, 1894-1964. This is a much longer work than Le Western , and
 is rather uneven in quality. There are many fragmentary quotations,
 together with much extraneous material on folk songs and literature.
 Still, it remains the best overall analysis of the Western film in any
 language. Other books by French critics include Charles Ford's
 Histoire du Western , also published in 1964, and the 1 966 anthology
 Le Western: Sources-Themes-Filmograpbies, edited by Raymond
 Bellour and Patrick Brion. Ford's book is a generalized study, while
 the Bellour volume is a combined history, critique, and catalog of
 the genre. It includes a compilation in which each of twenty-seven
 critics chooses the "Ten Best Westerns." The book's catalog records
 every detail of the Western movie in entries ranging from "Alcoo-
 lique" to "Village Indien."

 The French critics view the Western from the perspective of an
 older civilization. Their essays are marked by references to Corneille,
 Maupassant, Chateaubriand. They look for parallels with this classic
 literature when attempting to explain the success of the Western.
 The result is often the kind of insight which escapes American
 critics. For example, John Ford's Stagecoach (1939) is found to be
 practically identical with Maupassant's story Ball of Wax (both deal-
 ing with variant social types during a perilous stagecoach journey).
 Furthermore, the critics explain much of the success of the genre by
 its similarity to European theatrical forms. One theory in particular
 is that the best films follow the steps proper to the commedia dell'
 arte: a conventional theme, but with clever variations; each char-
 acter representative of a definite social type; the clash of Good and
 Evil. Such standards may explain why some films which enjoyed
 little critical acclaim in the United States, such as Howard Hawks's
 Rio Bravo (1958), were and are highly regarded in France.
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 Certain films and their directors enjoy enormous prestige with
 both critics and audiences. For the French, unlike the Americans,
 the director is more important than the star in any evaluation of a
 movie. Heading the list of admired réalisateurs is John Ford, who is
 often referred to by an English-language surname as "the Old King
 of Westernland." His Stagecoach (La Chevauchée Fantastique) and
 My Darling Clementine (La Poursuite Infernale) are especially re-
 vered. Clementine , the Wyatt Earp saga starring Henry Fonda, is a
 standard repertory feature in Paris theaters. The héros fordiens , who
 are often travelers or outcasts of various kinds, are a frequent sub-
 ject for articles in Cahiers du Cinéma and other film journals. Why
 are Ford's films so highly regarded? The critical consensus seems to
 be that they have physical beauty, reveal sympathy for the pioneers
 and their epoch, and are most representative of the history of the
 Western itself.

 A few of the others who rank high are Howard Hawks (Rio
 Bravo), Anthony Mann (The Naked Spur), Nicholas Ray (Johnny
 Guitar ), and Delmer Daves (Broken Arrow). The French have been
 much more responsive to "off-beat" Westerns, and to directors like
 Ray or Daves who attempt to experiment with the formula. In addi-
 tion, such films as Arthur Penn's The Left-Handed Gun and Monte
 Hellman's The Shooting are better known and more highly regarded
 in France than in America. Described as westerns littéraires or anti-

 westerns , both films were praised for attempting the démystification
 du western , a pet phrase in the critics' vocabulary. On the other
 hand, the cardinal sins for a director are conformity and académisme .

 The critics themselves show a preference for the more cerebral
 type of film. Charles Ford in his Histoire du Western made a dis-
 tinction between super-westerns and le western intellectuel, although
 he admitted that the line between them was fluid and fragile. Ex-
 amples of the former are John Huston's The Unf or given (1959) or
 John Wayne's The Alamo (I960). Among the "intellectual" West-
 erns are William Wellman's Ox-Bow Incident (1943) and Fred
 Zinneman's High Noon (1952). These last two films rank high in
 critical evaluations because of their social-conscience themes and

 "literary" qualities. The audiences, on the other hand, seem to at-
 tend Westerns because they like the action and adventure. Even the
 Sorbonne students, who are passionate devotees of the form, appear
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 to be seeking relief from intellectuality. And a character who does
 plunge into profound thought, or who acts too much like a Hamlet
 (as does Marlon Brando in One-Eyed Jacks), is not well regarded.

 The French have sympathized with the Indians ever since Samuel
 de Champlain published his treatise Des Sauvages in 1604. Contem-
 porary evidence of this attachment is the "Camp Indien" in a Paris
 suburb, where weekend vacationers can wear Comanche costumes
 and live in tepees. The cycle of pro-Indian movies that began in
 1950 has been of great critical and popular interest. The masterpiece
 is Delmer Daves's Broken Arrow (La Flèche Brisée ), a version of
 the Cochise-Tom Jeffords relationship which starred James Stewart
 and Jeff Chandler. This film remains a favorite repertory feature in
 the cinema clubs. It is admired because Daves succeeded in breaking
 the stereotype of the "bad" Indian and showing him instead to be
 an individual with traditions, family life, and a considerable degree
 of humanity. Conversely, there are sharp objections to any cinematic
 misrepresentation of the redmen. If the French think that Paul
 Newman in Hombre is about as convincing as a cigar-store Indian
 ("pareil a ceux qui ornent la devanture des débits de tabac améri-
 cains"), they say so.

 The settings for the Western stories are an important reason for
 their appeal in France as elsewhere. The tempo of life in Paris is quite
 fast, and even with its parks one is subject to claustrophobic feelings.
 In contrast, the Western hero moves on a vast landscape which com-
 plements and supports his physical and moral independence. Pari-
 sians seem to prefer films that are set not only in the Far West but
 more particularly in the Southwest. The Rocky Mountains are of
 interest, but then many Frenchmen have seen the Swiss Alps. The
 desert country of Texas-New Mexico- Arizona (and such locations
 as Death Valley or Monument Valley) holds more fascination. The
 French critics' choices of the best films have remarkable correlation
 with this southwestern locale. One might cite Broken Arrow , The
 Searchers , Rio Bravo , Johnny Guitar , and El Dorado , among others.

 But, it is ultimately the character of the hero that attracts the
 French, like other peoples around the globe, to the films. Whether
 he be cowboy or sheriff, the hero represents the kind of personal
 independence that is all too rare in the world. Furthermore, he stands
 for virility, and he has a kind of sardonic humor that French audi-
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 enees find particularly appealing. The critics like to point out that
 he resembles Beowulf, Lancelot, and Roland de France. Indeed, it
 does seem that the movie cowboy has all of the epic hero's attributes,
 with the single exception of "spirituality."

 Teen-agers are especially intrigued by this hero and by what they
 conceive to be the "code of the West." In French society there is
 great emphasis on form or politesse , and thus wide acceptance of the
 sheriff who lets the villain draw his guns first. The influence of this
 Hollywood-inspired "code" may be seen on the Left Bank, where
 youths dressed in cowboy clothes are no uncommon sight. The young
 people may be observed buying their boots, bandannas, and ten-
 gallon hats at the Western House clothing store, near the Arc de
 Triomphe. They also congregate at Jacky's Far West Saloon, an
 American-run discotheque in the Montparnasse district.

 Certainly the popularity of the Western in France is another
 proof of its qualities as basic drama. It does seem to capture part of
 the universal dream - that good can and does triumph over evil.
 Language is not a serious obstacle to the acting-out of this dream.
 Unlike the policier , the Western has a plot that is self-evident from
 the first scenes, so the customer does not have to follow the dialogue.
 Consequently many of the Westerns appear in their original versions
 with French subtitles. When the dialogue is dubbed into French, the
 English-speaking viewer is amused to hear John Wayne speaking
 with a flawless Parisian accent. Americans often have difficulty recog-
 nizing film-titles, because the French soften and lengthen them. Thus
 Indian Fighter becomes La Rivière de Nos Amours .

 The French are a highly imaginative people. Thus they have been
 able to form exotic ideas about what life in more primitive circum-
 stances must have been like. Ever since the days of Jean Jacques
 Rousseau there has been among the educated class a nostalgia for the
 "state of nature." This dream was first personified by Daniel Boone,
 whose biography was translated into French in 1785. In recent years,
 the Hollywood Western seems to have met this need for the exotic
 quite satisfactorily. Then too, distance lends enchantment. Most of
 the Frenchmen who actually visited the American frontier became
 disenchanted. The Baron E. Mandat-Grancey visited Wyoming in
 1883. His book Cow-Boys and Colonels records complaints about
 mosquitoes, lynchings, and poor cooking. So it seems that the French,
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 like many Americans, are enamored not of the reality but of the
 myth of the West. And thus André Bazin might have been speak-
 ing of both nations when he explained the success of the Western
 film as "the encounter of a mythology with the means of expres-
 sion."

 Backward Orientation

 ROBERT BURLINGAME

 I'll go with you through lithe wild reeds
 ankle-deep, knee-deep, waist-deep
 until the so-called primeval mud rings our necks
 place enough to stop.

 Here we'll play at being ape-defeated dinosaurs
 and sway our long heads in the flat swamp
 and converse in breaths like hisses

 and love underneath our vacant selves' nakedness
 innocent of now and tomorrow and dawns before.

 Still we needn't have done this backward thing
 had we known the sense of roots, jointless things
 of joining in the long smooth water of beginning -
 that gentle whispering.

 Now we must undo an emptiness.
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